Abstract. The Denjoy-Carleman classes in real C°° (R/Z) on which the derivative sequence /'"'(jc) at any point is a complete set of invariants are exactly the ones on which the integrals of products of derivatives /'"'' • • ■fi-"r'1 are a complete set of invariants up to translation.
The object of this note is to combine the Adler-Konheim complete set of invariants on the space of real integrable functions on a locally compact abelian group, up to translation, with the Denjoy-Carleman theorem on "quasi-analytic" classes of C°°(R/Z) to give the result (Theorem 3) in the abstract. 
Jo
These functions are not a complete set of invariants for C°°(R/Z) up to translation since, e.g., g(x) + g(x + |) and g(x) + g(x + ^), for any function g in C°°(R/Z) supported (modi) on an interval of length \ but ^ 0, will have the same fi's but will not be translates.
If / is entire with period 1, then f determines (pr, since integrating products of Taylor For the convenience of the reader we repeat Carleman's proof. For each X > 1, the terms with c"xl" < X contribute < Xs to the series on the left, s being the series on the right. For the remaining terms, c"~ '" < A_("_1), giving a contribution < l/(X -1). Choosing X = 1 + s-1''2 gives the total bound s + 2s1/2. For the preservation of (2), it suffices to show that shows that for r = 1, 2, 3 the f are determined by /i(0), h{n,n), f3{n,n,k) forn,keN, k<n.
If m fails (2), then, as Mandelbrojt has shown [4, 5] , there are real g in Cm(R/Z) with arbitrarily small support (modi) but ^ 0. The functions g(x) + g(x + \) and g(x) + g{x + %), for such g supported in an interval of length i , belong to Cm(R/Z) and, as before, have the same fr's but are not translates.
